
From ice houses storing ice

blocks gathered during winter

or shipped in from mountain

towns to today's biodegradable

containers, we've come a long

way. 

Here is a brief history of cold

chain packaging & logistics and

how we got here.

A SHORT HISTORY OF

COLD CHAIN PACKAGING
From ancient times to 

modern technology
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ancient Times

Late 1800's

early 1800's

1970s to Today

Thousands of years ago

food was wrapped in plant

leaves and ice houses

stored ice blocks gathered

during winter or shipped in

from mountain towns.

 

1851: The first refrigerated boxcar entered service

1892:  James Dewar invents the vacuum flask due to

research in cryogenics

1895: Carol von Linde designs scale production of

domestic cooling units

1971: The last ice-cooled reefers were retired.

1985: First temperature-controlled railcar "icebox on wheels"

2021: TempAid announces the first biodegradable EPS

shipping container

 

1800s: Ice continues to be the major method for cooling

1817: The 1st commercial cardboard box made in England

1839: Eduard Simon distills a resin from storax &

accidently creates the precursor to Styrofoam)

1848: Alexander Twining experiments with vapor-

compression refrigeration for mechanical cooling

1930's to 1950's

1939: Fred Jones invents refrigerated trucking.

Uses a roof mounted unit to revolutionize the

frozen food industry 

1944: Styrofoam is patented

1950’s: Temperature controlled movement of

pharmaceuticals and medical supplies begin

An uninterrupted series of refrigerated production, storage and distribution activities, along

with associated equipment and logistics is not only a reality, but a necessity. Maintain quality

via a desired low-temperature range affects almost every aspect of food, pharmaceutical, and

vaccines logistics. But, for thousands of years, an unbroken cold chain was unheard of.

Fred Jones invents
refrigerated trucking

Ice Harvesting on Lake St
Clair Michigan circa 1905 
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TempAid Gel Pack
Product Line

Vapor compressing engine
for refrigeration

TempAid cold chain packaging products and solutions provide

superior performance and hold-time to ensure temperature-

sensitive products safely arrive at their destination at the lowest

possible cost.  Our lab tested solutions protect the integrity of

vaccines, medications, foods, blood, plasma, and other

temperature-sensitive goods.

The global temperature

controlled packaging
market is expected to

reach $16.9 billion by

2023. That's a long way

from gathering ice blocks

and wrapping food in
plant leaves.

TempAid EPS
Biodegradable Products
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